


Lighten Up
Your Community Footprint…

Understanding Regulatory Limitations



Common Blasting Issues

� Productivity
� Minimizing drill/blast cost

� Maximizing production

� Reducing oversize/fines

� Adjusting drill/blast program to optimize total pro ductivity

� Community Impact
� Reduce complaints

� Minimize barriers to expansion/permit renewal

� Reduce/eliminate litigation costs

� Community Impact may represent most serious 
challenge to an operations long term viability









Minimizing Community Footprint

� Reduce community perception of blasting
� Reduced overpressure

� Reduced ground vibration amplitude

� Improved frequency spectra

� Technology available to meet needs

� Can be impacted by regulatory barriers

� Can be negated by lack of understanding of process



Improved Blasting Designs

� Electronic Initiation Systems
� Precision

� Programmability

� Flexibility

� Vibration prediction processes
� Active vibration cancellation

� Real time analysis

� Alternative timing sequences

� Impact can be negated or blocked by regulatory limi ts 
based on older technology



Where It All Began…..





USBM RI - 6151

� Published in 1963

� Measured vibration from single row shots at a single 
location in Iowa
� 3 hole shots

� 7 hole shots

� 15 hole shots

� Holes detonated with Det Cord (no down hole dets)

� Holes delayed using 9ms and 17ms surface delays

� Delayed shots shows significant vibration reduction

� Scatter for electric seismic caps used was +/- 1 ms

� 8ms was listed as minimum delay







So what did this tell us???

� 0 delay does not work !!!!

� 9ms was never the lowest ppv

� 17ms was not lowest ppv in all cases

� 34ms was not lowest ppv in all cases

� 0 delay ppv did not increase proportionally to char ge 
weight increases.





USBM Bulletin 656

� Published in 1971

� Not so much a research report but a summary of 
previous work

� Single row shots and simple multi row shots

� 0ms, 9ms, 17ms and 34ms delays

� Set vibration limit of 2.00 ips

� Used Scaled Distance to maintain safe blasting limi ts

� 8 ms criterion again implied based on previous 
research



Scaled Distance

SD = d/(wt)1/2

Where:
d = distance to dwelling
Wt  = max charge per 8ms delay



What else does it say ????

� Electric Caps reduce vibration more compared to cor d

� Geology, rock type and orientation effects vibratio n 
within Scaled Distance limits

� Seismographs, not scaled distance is recommended to  
insure safe blasting limits are maintained



Summary of Early Research

� Mostly simple, single row shots

� Simple delay timing achieved with surface delays

� 8 ms criterion simply because 9ms caps available

� No consideration of frequencies

� Based on two assumptions
� As distance increases, vibration decreases

� As charge weight decreases, vibration decreases

� Neither assumption is always true
� Undershooting

� waveguides



Scaled Distance





RI - 8507

� Documented importance of frequency in structure 
response to blasting

� Created frequency based safe blasting limits

� Used regression to develop vibration prediction 
formulas

� Still promoted scaled distance concept





SD approx = 18
PPVmin = 0.10ips
PPVmax = 2.90ips



Scale Distance and 8ms



Vibration Prediction Formula

PPV = 160(SD)-1.6



Lets Start With the Basics

Charge weight = 750 lbs
Distance = 1000 ft

PPV = 160 (1000/√750)-1.6

PPV = 160 (36.59)-1.6

PPV = 160 (0.00315)

PPV = 0.504



Here is our pattern



How do we time it ???



Predicted PPV



How about 25ms???



Predicted PPV



So What do we have ???

� Depending on timing, we can have 1, 2 or 3 holes pe r 
8ms delay interval
� 750 lbs/delay

� 1500 lbs/delay

� 2250 lbs/delay

� Using our formula, we would predict vibration value s 
of ….
� 750 lbs = 0.50 ips

� 1500 lbs = 0.88 ips

� 2250 lbs = 1.22 ips

� Is that what really happens when we blast??



Lets change directions……

� Seismic Wave Interaction
� Acts as sound waves in the ground

• Compression waves

• Lower frequency with distance

• Waves can be influenced by other waves

� To understand seismic wave interaction, we can look  at 
simple sound wave interaction



Sound can be represented by waves



When two similar sounds are combined 
that are only slightly out of phase…



We get a single sound almost twice as 
loud



If the two sounds are perfectly out of 
phase….



If the two sounds are perfectly out of 
phase….there would be no sound



Critical Factors

� Determine phase delay to perfectly cancel waves

� The shape of the wave (wave period) determines dela y 
that provides  optimum cancellation



This concept has led to the development 
of active noise cancellation applications

� Headphones 

� Automobiles

� Electronics cabinets







The same technology has been 
transferred to ground vibration control

� Record “background” vibration

� Impact target with similar amplitude vibration out of 
phase

� Up to ten times more effective than traditional iso lation 
systems



Semiconductor Manufacture





Tables for electron microscopes



Active Vibration Cancellation

� In manufacturing, vibration is cancelled by using a ctuators to 
provide the out-of-phase signal



Active Vibration Cancellation

� In blasting we use explosive column detonations to 
cancel out vibrations from previous hole detonation s



To do this we need….

� Seismic data from single hole test shot



To do this we need….

� Linear superpositioning software



AND…….

� ELECTRONIC DETONATORS
� Flexibility

• 0 to 20,000ms

� Precision
• 1 ms +/-



Waveform Prediction

� We can also use this technique to predict effects o f 
any given delay (positioning of waves) for a blast



Lets return to our first calculations

� 1000 ft to target

� Three charge weights
� 750 lbs

� 1500 lbs

� 2250 lbs

� Three predicted vibration results
� 750 lbs = 0.50 ips

� 1500 lbs = 0.88 ips

� 2250 lbs = 1.22 ips



We can simulates these conditions using 
actual seismic data

� Single hole blast with ppv of approx 0.53

� Time 3 row blast for 1, 2 and 3 holes per “delay”

� Compare results with our calculations based on scal ed 
distance

� For now we will stick to standard Nonel delays



Single Hole, ppv = 0.535 ips



Pick delays resulting in 1, 2 and 3 holes 
per delay



25ms/holes, 92ms/rows (1 hole/delay)

ppv = 0.75 ips



25ms/holes, 109ms/rows (2 holes/delay)

ppv = 0.82 ips



25ms/holes, 100ms/rows (3 holes/delay)

ppv = 1.96 ips



Summary of results

Delay Holes/delay SD ppv Wave ppv Difference

25/92 1 0.51 0.75 + 47%

25/109 2 0.88 0.82 - 7%

25/100 3 1.22 1.96 + 61%



So what does all this tell us

� Actual vibration amplitude does not follow predicti ons 
based on holes per delay

� Multiple holes per delay can result in higher or lo wer 
ppv values DEPENDING ON HOW THE INDIVIDUAL 
WAVES FROM EACH HOLE MATCH UP



Using this concept, we can find optimum 
delays

� Record seismic waveform from single charge

� Use wave cancellation algorithms to predict results

� Find sequences resulting in the lowest vibration 
results 



Analysis Parameters

3 rows of 15 holes
10 – 25 ms inter hole
75 – 150 ms inter row

Approx 1200 possible
sequences



19ms/holes, 105ms/rows – 2 holes/delay

ppv = 0.33 ips

calculated = 0.88 ips



13ms/holes, 111ms/rows – 3 holes/delay

ppv = 0.33 ips

calculated = 1.22 ips



18ms/holes, 134ms/rows – 1 hole/delay

ppv = 0.33 ips

calculated = 0.51 ips



Important !! “Bad” delays have opposite 
effect

25ms/holes, 
133ms/rows
1 hole/delay

ppv = 0.94 ips

calculated = 0.54 ips



What conclusions can we draw ???

� It is clear that scaled distance alone cannot be 
considered an accurate means of determining off sit e 
impact

� It is wave interaction that is decisive in determin ing 
vibration amplitude 

� Only through the use of programmable electronic 
detonators and waveform analysis can true vibration  
control be attained



Where do we go from here ??

� Understand limitations of scaled distance

� Scaled distance based regulations may impair abilit y 
to further reduce off site effects

� Shot designs should be based on reducing vibration,  
not reducing charge weight per delay

� Seismic data is the only means of insuring conformi ty 
with safe blasting limits
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